
THE NEXT GENERATION OF TAKE-OUT ORDERING

Panasonic provides the latest technology in meals to go, which offers the ability for a customer to order and pre-pay 
through a mobile app or stationary ordering kiosk. The cubby wall is available with rear or front-loading, where the 
system software selects the appropriate cubby that can be hot, cold, or ambient. Once the cubby is loaded, a code 
can be sent to the customer which will direct them to their designated cubby. It can then be easily opened 
for order pick up.

CONTACTLESS CARRY-OUT SIMPLIFIED

12’ x 12’ unit

Smart Locker

Empower your customers through a dedicated take-out solution for the fast-growing off-premise dining segment. 

Smart Locker technology from Panasonic provides guests with an easy and secure 
option to pick up off-premise orders at peak freshness, all in a dedicated space.



INTEGRATED PICKUP
EASY TO ADD INTO YOUR EXISTING SPACE

NO MORE ORDER CONFUSION
CUSTOMERS CAN ONLY ACCESS THEIR SPECIFIC LOCKER

No more upset phone calls from customers who grabbed the wrong 
brown bag off the bookcase because they couldn't read the receipt 
stapled to it. Smart Lockers can only be opened by the customer with 
the corresponding order code. Simply scan the code and your locker 
will open. Once you take your food and close the door, the process is 
complete.

Install in a restaurant or communal space and create a dedicated 
area for take-out orders. In a fast-casual setting, a Smart Locker 
bank can eliminate any bottleneck in dine-in or counter service 
operations. In a communal setting, with a bank of Smart Lockers, 
the delivery is housed in the hardware, increasing the building’s 
safety.

PLATFORM AGNOSTICS
A SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Our Smart Locker hardware integrates with your native ordering 
system, as well as popular app-based delivery platforms.

LEARN MORE: https://na.panasonic.com/ca/food-service-systems/smart-locker-solutions

https://na.panasonic.com/ca/food-service-systems/smart-locker-solutions
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